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Using Foundation Mathematics
Foundation Mathematics (Third edition) has been completely revised to meet the requirements of the 

VCE Foundation Mathematics Study Design (2016–18). The series also meets the requirements of VCAL 

Numeracy and VET courses in Victoria and foundation mathematics courses in other states and territories. 

This edition offers a range of print, digital and blended resources geared towards practical outcomes.

Student Book
The Student Book is divided into two parts: 

PART 1: APPLICATIONS
Part 1 chapters are organised according to key life skills and popular vocational areas, such as building and 

construction, hospitality, sport sciences, travel and tourism, and health sciences. Topics encourage 

students to apply mathematical skills to real-life situations.
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CHAPTER 21
Landscaping your yard

21A Measuring the backyard

21B Planning the backyard features

21C Order of tasks

21D Costing the project

CHAPTER 21 Landscaping your yard 2 3 9

P A R T  1  W I T H  A  C A L C U L A T O R

1 Find the value of each of the following. 

a 2.105 + 1.05 + 0.65 + 3.0 – 0.7 = 

b 7.35 + 3.15 ÷ 4 + 3.2 = 

c 6 + 3.5 × 215 – 5 × 2 × 3 =

d 1.005 + 1.23 + 54.1 + 22.309 + 7.780 = 

23D Decimal numbers

2 Calculate the following. Your answer should 

be expressed as a fraction, not a decimal.

a   1 _ 3   +    1 _ 3   = b   1 _ 2   +    3 _ 4   = 

c   11
 _ 4   + 2  3 _ 8   = d   51

 _ 4   – 2  1 _ 5   =

23B Fractions

3 There are ____ mm in 1 km? 

A 1 000 000 B 100 000 

C 10 000 D 1000

25A Units of measurement

4 Find the area of a circle with diameter:

a 5 mm b 0.6 cm

c 5.06 m d 10 km.

27A Area

5 How many litres would a container 

200 mm × 350 mm × 100 mm hold?

A 0.7 L B 7.0 L

C 70 L D 700 L

30A Volume

6 For a scale of 1 : 50, 10 mm on the drawing 

equals _____ mm in real life.

A 50 mm B 500 mm

C 5000 mm D 5 m

31B Scale drawings

7 Which of the following sets of three-side 

lengths will be a right-angled triangle?

A 1, 2, 3  B 3, 4, 5

C 5, 6, 7 D 3, 6, 12

32A Pythagoras’ theorem

8 Which is the adjacent side 

to θ in this right-angled 

triangle?

A AB

B BC

C AC

32B Right-angled triangle trigonometry

P A R T  2  W I T H O U T  A  C A L C U L A T O R

9 Find the value of each of the following. 

a 42 – 8 × 4 =  b 5 + 5 ÷ 5 = 

c 12 × 6 ÷ 4 =  d 5 + 7 – 7 = 

28A Back to basics 

10 Convert the following decimals to fractions. 

a 0.333 b 0.35

c 0.6 
d 0.125

28C Decimals 

11 Write the value of the 3 in these numbers.

a 4231.0 b 32 445

c 421.003 d 4321.03

28E Powers of 10 

12 Estimate the approximate total length of the 

following lengths:  

4.25 m, 6.5 m, 750 mm, 500 mm. 

23F Estimation 

A

B

Cθ

ARE YOU READY?

Complete the questions below to see if  you are ready to start this chapter, or if  you need to brush up 

 rst.

 ▶ Part 1 should be completed with a calculator. 

 ▶ Part 2 should be completed without a calculator. 

If  there are any questions you cannot answer, the link below each question will direct you to a related 

Mathematical Skills chapter where you can revise basic concepts and get up to speed.

USING FOUNDATION MATHEMATICS (THIRD EDITION)V I

Chapters cover 

a wide range of 

practical, vocational 

topics designed to 

engage students.

Each chapter begins 

with an Are you 
ready? quiz to gauge 

if students have the 

necessary skills 

and knowledge 

to complete the 

chapter. 

Each quiz is divided 

into two sections: 

with a calculator 

and without a 

calculator.

Each question in 

the quiz is linked to 

a skills chapter so 

students can find 

the help they need.

NOTE! boxes explain tricky 

mathematical terms and 

concepts or offer reminders 

about the best formulas or 

concepts to apply.

Need some practice? boxes 

refer students to a related 

skill or concept in a part 2 

chapter, to find support and 

practise the required skills.

obook boxes show students 

when digital extras (such 

as spreadsheet templates 

and project worksheets) are 

available on the obook.

CHAPTER 21 Landscaping your yard

2 4 0

21A Measuring the backyard
Anyone who buys a house will eventually need to put some effort into maintaining the 

yard. While this may only mean mowing the lawn and weeding the garden, there are 

many other tasks and improvements that can be done. It is often less expensive and more 

satisfying to do most of the work yourself. This chapter will explore some of the options 

and develop the mathematical skills that are needed to do the job. To begin with, a 

guided example will be used. After that there will be an opportunity to put the techniques 

and knowledge you have learnt into practice for yourself.The sensible way to start the project is to measure the yard so that an accurate scale 

drawing can be made and important features or areas can be marked. DRAWING A PLAN
 Measure the backyard with a tape measure and record the measurements on paper as a rough sketch. Without proper surveying equipment it  cult to measure angles but easy to measure lengths. If  you are particularly unlucky, the corners will not be at right angles. Your rough sketch might look like this.

 t 

onto an A4 sheet, what would be an appropriate scale? What would be appropriate for an 

A3 sheet? Draw the plan in pencil to start with in case you need to make corrections.EXAMPLE 21A-1 Constructing trianglesConstruct a triangle for the above plan with side lengths of 16 m, 23 m and 25 m.Step 1: Draw one side (to scale) using a pencil and ruler, for example the 25 m side AB.Step 2: At end A, draw an arc of radius 23 m. At end B, draw an arc of radius 16 m.Step 3: Where the arcs meet, locate C, and ABC is the triangle you want.

A quadrilateral-
shaped yard 
can be split into 
two triangles 
by measuring a 
diagonal.

NOTE 

A3 is double the 
size of A4.

NOTE 

Go to 31B 
Scale drawings
PAGE 362 

NEED SOME PRACTICE?

25 m

23 m
16 m

C

B
A

  WHAT TO DO 21.1
1 From the rough sketch, using pencil, ruler and compass, construct an accurate scale 

drawing of the backyard.
2 

 nd the area of the triangle 

with sides a, b and the triangle with sides c and a, c and d. A =  √ 
_________________________

   s × (s – a) × (s – b) × (s – c  erehw   ) s =    a + b + c
 

_________ 2 .  

Go to 27A Area
PAGE 311

NEED SOME PRACTICE?

An Excel spreadsheet 
template to help 
you apply Heron’s 
formula is available 
on your obook.

CHAPTER 21 Landscaping your yard 2 4 121B Planning the backyard featuresNow that the dimensions and area of the property are known, some decisions about 

what can be done to it may be made. For this example, a vegetable garden, an outdoor 

barbecue area, an ornamental fountain and a clothes line are to be added. The paths 

and the area around the barbecue, the clothes line and the fountain are to be paved. The 

remainder, except for the vegetable garden, is to be seeded or turfed with lawn. Three 

lights are to be installed and two taps. The plan is shown below.

Go to 27A Area
PAGE 311

NEED SOME PRACTICE?

Go to 28A 
Back to basics 
PAGE 325

NEED SOME PRACTICE?

Vegetable
garden

9 m

3 m

3.5 m

15 m

P

D Q

T

T

L1

L3

L2

House

3 m

Existing 0.3 m high wall

6.5 m
Brick paving

Clothes line

Lawn

1 m

1.8 m

Fountain
2.4 m diameter

C

B

A

T   tap
L   light

5 m
5 m

25 m

18 m

1.8 m

5 m

16 m

3 m

BBQ

  WHAT TO DO 21.2
1 Add the suggested backyard features shown above (drawn to scale) to the scale diagram of the backyard from 

question 1 in What to do 21.1. 

SAMPLE



V I IUSING FOUNDATION MATHEMATICS (THIRD EDITION)

PART 2: MATHEMATICAL SKILLS
Part 2 chapters develop the key mathematical skills 

that support learning.

obook assess enables students to:

 ▶ access all of the student book 
content in digital format 
(known as obook)

 ▶ access a range of extra 
resources simply and easily 
via the DASHBOARD view, 
such as interactive learning 
modules and e-tutors, write-in 
project worksheets and Excel 
spreadsheet templates 

 ▶ complete hundreds of graded, 
auto-correcting questions and 
problems that provide instant 
feedback (known as assess).

WORKED EXAMPLES 

clearly model the 

key skill that will 

be practised in the 

activity that follows.

EXERCISES provide 

opportunities for 

students to practise 

key skills before 

applying them to a 

real-world context.

Teacher obook assess enables teachers to:
 ▶ access all of the Student Book content in digital format
 ▶ assign work to students
 ▶ create and set class tests
 ▶ monitor student progress and manage results
 ▶ access answers for all activities and worksheets
 ▶ access course planning grids

 ▶ access correlation grids for VCAL Numeracy and VET courses.

CHAPTER 27 Calculating area and surface area

3 1 8

27B Surface area
SOLIDS WITH PLANE FACES

A plane face is a two-dimensional shape: it has 

width and breadth but no thickness. The surface 

 gure with plane 

faces is the sum of the areas of these faces.

This means that the surface area is the same 

as the area of the net required to make the three-

 gure or how the shape would look 

 at. For example:

Surface area = area of the net shown. 

EXAMPLE 27B-1 Surface area of a triangular prism

Find the surface area of this triangular prism. 

First draw the net. 

The prism has:

two identical right-angle triangular faces

one rectangular 4 cm × 6 cm face (right top) 

one rectangular 3 cm × 6 cm face (left top) 

one rectangular 5 cm × 6 cm face (bottom). 

Surface area = 2 × (  1 _ 2   × 3 × 4) + (4 × 6) + (3 × 6) + (5 × 6)

 = 12 + 24 + 18 + 30 cm2

 = 84 cm2

5 cm

3 cm 4 cm
6 cm

3 cm 4 cm

6 cm

mc 4
mc 3

5 cm

3 cm 4 cm

CHAPTER 27 Calculating area and surface area 3 1 9

   EXERCISE 27.6

1 Find the surface area of the following cubes with side lengths of:

a 5 cm 
b 4.2 cm 

c 8.5 mm

2 Find the surface area of the following rectangular prisms.

a  
b  

c 

3 Find the surface area of the following triangular prisms.

a  
b 

c  
d 

8 cm5 cm

12 cm
4 m

3 m2 m

120 m
2 m 30 m

5 m

13 m
12 m

5 cm

3 cm 4 cm
6 cm

6 cm

5 cm

9 cm3 cm
2.5 cm

30 cm

12 cm

8.95 cm

8 
cm

EXAMPLE 27B-2 Surface area of a composite solid

Find the surface area of this prism.

Area of the front face and back face is:

two rectangular 3 m × 6 m faces = 2 × 3 × 6 = 36 m2

two identical right-angle triangular faces = 2 ×    1 _ 2   × 6 × 2 = 12 m2

Area of the base is:

one rectangular 6 m × 8 m face = 48 m2

Area of both sides is:

two rectangular 3 m × 8 m faces = 2 × 3 × 8 = 48 m2

two rectangular 4 m × 8 m faces = 2 × 4 × 8 = 64 m2

Total surface area = 36 + 12 + 48 + 48 + 64 m2

 
= 208 m2

8 m

6 m

3 m

4 m

2 
m

SAMPLE



MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSV I I I

= equals
≈ is approximately 
 equal to
≠ is not equal to
+ add
– subtract
+4 positive number
–4 negative number
±4 plus/minus
4 > 2 greater than
2 < 4 less than
÷ divide
× multiply
( ) brackets (parentheses)

∴ therefore

  
2
 

_
 4   fraction/division

42 power, index
2.4 decimal point
2 : 4 ratio of 2 to 4

 √ 
__

 R    square root
Σ sum of
% per cent
/ per
A area
l length
b breadth; base
w width

Mathematical symbols
h height
s side
P perimeter
SA surface area
C circumference 
 of a circle
r radius of a circle
d diameter of a circle
π pi (approximately 3.14)
m gradient
b y-intercept
(x, y) x- and y-coordinates
r correlation coeffi cient
∠ angle 
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Christie (hairdryer), p.28/Claude Huot, p.219/Coprid (fl our), p.59/
Constantinos(water jug), p.356/ConstantinosZ, p.388/Cristi Lucaci, 
p.70/danhvc-Vietnam Images, p.270/Dasha Petrenko, p.88/David 
Acosta Allely, p.275/David H Seymour, p.55/dcwcreations, p.72/
De Visu, p.374/Denis Vrublevski, p.12/Dennis Jacobsen (sugar), 
p.54/Deyan Georgiev, p.355/didesign021, p.183/Dimitry Kalinovsky, 
pp.390,393/Dmitry Zaltsman, p.253/donatas1205 (jeans), p. 284/
Dontsov Evgeny, p.416/dotshock, p.304/Dusan Petkovic (pigs), p.289/
Ekaterina Kondratova, p.134/Elena Elisseeva, p.74/elenovsky (jacket), 
p.284/Emilio 100 (m&ms), p.54/Eric Limon, p.86/ET1972, p.359/
Evangelos, p.309/Evgeny Karandaev, p.72/Fedorov Oleksiy (gold), 
p.275/Fillipe Frazo, p.134/Flil, p.261/FloridaStock, p.119/Florin 
Burnlan, p.78/Forever, p.85/georgemphoto, p.26/Gillies Paire, p.131/
glen photo, p.140/Goodluz, p.126,169,453/gresei b (champagne), 
p.74/g-stockstudio, p.305/Gts, p.41/Gustavo Frazao, p.78/gvictoria, 
p.438/Hadrian (ipone), p.337/hans.slegers, p.231/hartphotography, 
p.107/hidesy, p.401/HomeStudio, p.319/Illustart, p.186/Image Point Fr, 
p.301/imstock (egg carton), p.45/Intellistudies, p.276/irisinkaa (whisky), 
p.73/Iryna Rasko, p.181/JacekChabraszewski, p.174/Jamie Hooper, 
p.241/Jason Ozborne, p.259/Jazzdog (wombat), p.428/Jesus Cervantes, 
p.412/jovan vitanovski (battery), p.337/JP Chretien, p.102/Juriah 
Mosin, p.243/jwblinn, p.74/Kenishirotie (fi nger), p.292/kentoh, p.162/
Khongkit Wiriyachan, p.219/kittipod raemwanith, p.111/Kzenon, 

p.272/Lev Kropotov (houses), p.189/lightpoet, p.196/Lisa S, p.201/
Local Favourite Photography, p.106/M Unal Ozmen, p.62/magicoven 
(paper clip), p.292/makeitdouble, p.170/Margo Harrison, p.415/
Marina Onokhina, p.56/Mark William Richardson, p.382/Markus 
Mainka (bread), p.165/martan, p.332/MattiaATH, p.152/Mattz90, 
p.94/mayakova, p.55/Milliefl ore Images, p.281/Mitch Gunn, p.452/
MNstudio, p.90/Monkey Business Images, p.305/MosayMay, p.383/
MShev, p.61/muratart, p.213/Nadiia Korol, p.72/Neale Cousland, 
p.205/nenetus, p.25/Nils Versemann, pp.6,292 (oval)/Nisakorn Neera 
(pencil), p.337/Nitr, p.75/Oleksiy Mark, p.347/Oris Arisara, p.182/
Ozgur Coskun, pp.244,313/Paul Cullen Photography (5c), p.292/Paul 
Prescott, p.189/Pavel L Photo and Video, p.287/PerseaMedusa, p.147/
PerseoMedusa, p.291/Peterfz30, p.14/Petr Jilek, p.434/photobank ch, 
p.317/Photodiem, p.299/Photology1971, p.285/photopixel, p.37/
Pincarel (potato), p.59/Piotr Zajda, p.283/Pointimages, p.227/Prathan 
Chorruangsak, p.356/Pressmaster, pp.77,93/Preto Perola (apple), p.165/
Prill, p.449/Production Perig, p.1/Pukhov Konstantin, p.428/Pushish 
Images (clacultor), p.263/racorn, p.13/Rawpixel (white,red,blue), 
p.433/Real Life Design (Tic Tacs), p.54/Repina Valeriya, p.36/Richard 
Griffi n, p.411/Richard Thornton, p.404/Rigucci, p.242/rmnoa357 
(drinks), p.397/Robyn Mackenzie (butter), p.59/rsool, p.341/samsonov 
(toothpicks), p.438/Sandratsky Dmitry, p.84/Scisetti alfi o (sultana), 
p.59/Sean Loke Photography, p.206/Sebastian Duda, p.223/Semmick 
Photo, p.113/serato (bricks), p.359/Sergei Gontsarov, p.397/seyephoto, 
p.395/Shah Rohani (milk), p.59/Shersor, p.354/simez78, p.437/Slawomir 
Kruz, p.315/Somachai Som, p.72/Somchai Siriwanrangson, p.149/
sommai (milk), p.165/Sony Ho, p.383/Steamroller_blues, p.386/Stefan 
Redel, p.123/Stefano Cavoretto, p.389/Stephen Mcsweeney, p.419/
STILLFX (receipt), p.276/Stock-Asso, p.216/StockphotoLV, p.173/
stockyimages, p.135/style-photography, p.263/subin pumsom, p.288/
surassawadee, p.200/Svetoslav Radkov, p.361/Svitlana-ua, p.48/
Sylvie Bouchard, p.238/tagstilles.com, p.340/TAGSTOCK1, p.228/
tale (washing machine), p.32/tcubukcu (shirt), p.284/TFoxFoto, 
p.289/TK Kurikawa, p.104/TNPhotographer, p.235/Tom Ruethai 
(tomato), p.425/Tooykrub, p.396/topseller, p.245/Totjla, p.128/Tyler 
Olsen, pp.176,265,447/Ungnoi Lookjeab, p.118/urbanbuzz, pp.50 
(Panadol), 62,337 (Toblerone)/Viktor Gladkov (lights), p.307/vilax 
(radio), p.32/Vinnstock, p.2/Vanessa Belfi ore, p.307/Volt Collection, 
pp.221,295/wavebreak media, pp.98,198/whitemaple (museli), p.44/
Winai Tepsuttinun, p.445/worradirek, p.277/YanLev, pp.214,445/Ye 
Liew, p.61/Yuri Samsonov, p.11/Yuriy_fx, p.357/Zaptik, p.365/zstock, 
pp.87,127/Zzvet, p.143.

Every effort has been made to trace the original source of copyright 
material contained in this book. The publisher will be pleased to hear 
from copyright holders to rectify any errors or omissions.

△ triangle
sin sine ratio
cos cosine ratio
tan tangent ratio
40° 40 degrees
4′2″ 4 minutes 2 seconds

 right angle

 parallel sides

 equal sides

mean x (read ‘x bar’)
f frequency
IQR interquartile range
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CHAPTER 1 Balancing your budget 3

P A R T  1  W I T H  A  C A L C U L A T O R

1 Find the value of the following.
a 46 370 – 45 370 =
b 100 – (–10) =
c 11 + 7 + 2 – 3 – 1 – 2 = 
d –2 × 5 = 

23A Fundamental concepts

2 Find the value of the following.
a 12 ÷ 4 × 65 = b 12 ÷ 4 + 65 =
c 12 ÷ (4 + 65) = d 12 + 4 ÷ 4 =
23A Fundamental concepts

3 Which of the following is two hundred and 
forty-fi ve thousand, two hundred and nine?
A 245 209 B 20 045 000 209
C 204 5290 D 245 290

23A Fundamental concepts

4 Find the value of the following.

a 26 + 1  1 _ 2   = b 26 – 1  1 _ 2   =

23B Fractions

5 a What is   1 _ 6   of 360?
b Write the calculator button sequence you 

would use to fi nd you answer for part a.

23C Fractions of quantities 

6 Find the value of the ‘5’ in each of the 
following numbers. 
a 125 b 12.5
c 12.05 d 512

23D Decimal numbers

P A R T  2  W I T H O U T  A  C A L C U L A T O R

7 Round these numbers to 1 decimal place. 
a 37.1485 b 37.1513
c 37.1499 d 37.1555

23D Decimal numbers

8 Convert the following to percentages.
a 75 out of 100 b 0.305 out of 1

c   5 _ 8   d   2 _ 3  

24A Converting to percentages

9 What is 10% of each of these numbers? 
a 10 b 90
c 555 d 1009

24B Percentage of a quantity

10 Determine the following percentages. 
a 6% of $300 b 20% of 11 g
c 55% of 3500 m d 35% of 620 L

24B Percentage of a quantity

11 a What would be the new weight if  85 kg is 
increased by 20%?

b How much would $100 be if  it is 
decreased by 5%?

24C Percentage change

12 A $150-dollar dress has been reduced to $75. 
By what percentage has the price decreased?
A 12% B 50%
C 66.6% D 75%

24C Percentage change

ARE YOU READY?

Complete the questions below to see if  you are ready to start this chapter, or if  you need to brush up 
on your skills fi rst.

 ▶ Part 1 should be completed with a calculator. 

 ▶ Part 2 should be completed without a calculator. 

If  there are any questions you cannot answer, the link below each question will direct you to a related 
Mathematical Skills chapter where you can revise basic concepts and get up to speed.

SAMPLE



CHAPTER 1 Balancing your budget4

Every year the government releases its ‘budget’. Companies and other businesses are 
always trying to ‘meet budget’. Your parents tell you ‘it’s not in the budget’ or ‘we can’t 
afford it’. So what exactly is a budget and how are budgets worked out?

The method of preparing a budget is the same for a whole country as it is for a family. 
In this chapter you will prepare a personal budget to help develop the necessary skills. 
But fi rst you need to get your defi nitions right.

 ▶ A budget is a detailed statement of income and expenses.

 ▶ Income is also called revenue and expenses are also called expenditures.

 ▶ A budget defi cit occurs when expenses are greater than income. When a budget is in 
defi cit, the person, business or country goes into debt.

 ▶ A budget surplus occurs when income is greater than expenses. When a budget is in 
surplus, a person, business or country can save money for the future.

 ▶ A balanced budget occurs when income is the same as expenses. The goal when 
preparing a budget is to make it balance or end up with a surplus.  

DECIDING ON A TIME FRAME
Budgets are prepared for different lengths of time depending on what they are being 
used for. For example, a government budget is a plan for income and spending generally 
over a whole year. Special events budgets cover the time from the start of collecting 
revenue to the end of the event. For example, a holiday budget may include the time 
needed to save the money for the holiday and the length of the holiday itself.

Personal budgets are usually planned around a week, a fortnight or a month. This is 
because most people are paid weekly, fortnightly or monthly. For the personal budget 
section of this chapter, a weekly time frame will be used, so all revenue and expenses 
must be converted into weekly amounts. For the project section of the topic you will need 
to decide on and justify your own time frame.

Converting to weekly amounts 
Whether income or expenses are being considered, the 
conversion into a weekly amount follows the same rules.  

1 Fortnightly (every 2 weeks, for example a pay slip)
 ▶ If  the fortnightly amount ends in an even number 

of cents, divide by 2.
For example:
To convert a fortnightly wage of $432 to an 
amount per week:

 $432 ÷ 2 = $216 a week
 ▶ If  the fortnightly amount ends in an odd number 

of cents, add 1 cent and divide the amount by 2.
For example:
To convert a fortnightly wage of $330.35 to an 
amount per week, change the amount to $330.36: 

 $330.36 ÷ 2 = $165.18 a week

Go to 23A 

Fundamental 

concepts

PAGE 263

NEED SOME PRACTICE?

Go to 23B 

Fractions 

PAGE 267 

NEED SOME PRACTICE?

1A Budgeting

SAMPLE



CHAPTER 1 Balancing your budget 5

2 Monthly (for example rent, phone bill)  
 ▶ Monthly payments are calendar months, not months of exactly 4 weeks. A 

calendar month can have between 28 and 31 days. A 4-week month always has 
28 days. In order to even out the differences between calendar months, fi rst convert 
to a yearly amount by multiplying by 12 (the number of months in the year), then 
to a weekly amount by dividing by 52 (the number of weeks in a year).
For example:
To convert a monthly rent bill of $1278 into an amount per week:

 $1278 × 12 ÷ 52 = $294.92 a week

3 Bimonthly (every 2 months, for example gas bills) 
 ▶ To convert from a bimonthly amount to a weekly amount, multiply by 6 (to get 

the yearly amount), then divide by 52 (the number of weeks in a year). 
For example:
To convert a bimonthly gas bill of $233 into an amount per week:

 $233 × 6 ÷ 52 = $26.884 6… = $26.88 a week

4 Quarterly (four times per year, for example electricity bill, water rates)
 ▶ To convert from a quarterly amount to a weekly amount, multiply by 4 (to

get the yearly amount), then divide by 52 (the number of weeks in a year).
For example:
To convert a quarterly electricity bill of $412 into an amount per week:

 $412 × 4 ÷ 52 = $31.692 3…… = $31.69 a week

5 Yearly (for example council or shire rates, car registration, insurance)
 ▶ To convert from a yearly amount to a weekly amount, divide by 52 (the number 

of weeks in a year).
For example:
To convert an annual council rates bill of $1743 to an amount per week:

 $1743 ÷ 52 = $33.519 2… = $33.52 a week  

Monthly rent is 

not the same as 

four times the 

weekly rent.

NOTE 

Go to 23D 

Decimal numbers

PAGE 271

NEED SOME PRACTICE?

When dividing by 

anything other 

than two:

• Round the 

number up 

only if the first 

unwanted digit 

is 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9.

• Round the 

number down 

only if the first 

unwanted digit 

is 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4.

NOTE 

  WHAT TO DO 1.1
1 Convert these fortnightly amounts into weekly amounts.

a $234 b $128 c $146.50 d $211.40
e $204.75 f $28.43 g $126.57 h $228.91

2 Convert these monthly amounts into weekly amounts.
a $400 b $500 c $146.50 d $37
e $250.40 f $112.30 g $126.57 h $228.91

3 Convert these bimonthly amounts into weekly amounts.
a $390 b $234 c $158.60 d $102.40

4 Convert these quarterly amounts into weekly amounts.
a $130 b $520 c $230.50 d $145.90

5 Convert these yearly amounts into weekly amounts.
a $442 b $152 c $1508.56 d $2553.20

SAMPLE



CHAPTER 1 Balancing your budget6

Imagine you are 18 years old. You have just completed Year 12 and are preparing to 
either go on to further study or fi nd a job. In order to be ready for either possibility, you 
need to prepare a budget based on the assumption that you will be living away from 
home and paying more than $100 per week in rent.

INCOME
Income is money received from other people. This can be in the form of a wage or 
salary, payments like Youth Allowance from the government, or an allowance from your 
parents. Your total income is the sum of all the money you receive from all sources. The 
fi rst step in preparing a budget is to determine what your income will be.

Youth Allowance
The Youth Allowance offers fi nancial help for people aged 16 to 24 years. Payments are 
made through Centrelink. You may be eligible if  you are:

 ▶ 16 to 21 years old and looking for full-time work or undertaking approved activities

 ▶ 18 to 24 years old and studying full-time

 ▶ 16 and 17 years old and have completed Year 12 or equivalent, need to live away from 
home in order to study, or are considered independent for Youth Allowance

 ▶ 16 to 24 years old and undertaking a full-time Australian Apprenticeship.  

Youth Allowance (per fortnight) as of January 2015

Family situation Full allowance 

Single, with no children, under 18 years and living at parental home $233.60

Single, with no children, 18 years or more and living at parental home $281.00

Single, with no children, 18 years or more and required to live away 
from parental home

$426.80

Two other factors that determine how much Youth Allowance you are able to claim 
are your parents’ combined income and your own income.

In order for you to get the full Youth Allowance as of January 2015, your parents 
needed to earn less than $50 151 annually. For every $1 over this amount, your Youth 
Allowance is reduced by 20 cents per fortnight.

You are also allowed to earn some money while receiving Youth Allowance. 

 ▶ You can earn up to $427 before tax per fortnight before your payment is affected.

 ▶ If  you earn over $427 and up to $512 per fortnight, your payment reduces by 50 cents 
for each dollar you earn over $427. 

 ▶ If  you earn more than $512 per fortnight, your payment reduces by $42.50 plus 
60 cents for each dollar you earn over $512.

 ▶ If  you are single, under 18 years and living at home, your payment reduces to $0 
once your income reaches the maximum of $837.00 per fortnight. 

If  you need to check your status, visit this website: http://www.humanservices.gov.au/

customer/enablers/centrelink/youth-allowance/eligibility-for-youth-allowance 

To keep things 

simple, assume 

that there are no 

other dependent 

children in your 

family.

NOTE 

1B Your personal budget

SAMPLE



CHAPTER 1 Balancing your budget 7

Net income 

Net income is the amount of money you have to spend after tax has been taken out. 
Your annual income while on Youth Allowance is likely to be under the tax threshold so 
you will probably not need to pay tax. But, in order to get an idea of the effect of income 
tax on how much you have to spend, follow these steps. 

Step 1: Multiply your calculated weekly income by 52 to fi nd the annual gross income. 

Step 2: Go to the Australian Tax Offi ce Tax Calculator: http://atotaxcalculator.com.au/. 
Enter the gross annual income into the calculator and select the current tax year.

Step 3: The calculator will give you the weekly and annual values of your net income 
after tax and other deductions. 

Another chapter 

in this book deals 

with taxation.

NOTE 

  WHAT TO DO 1.2
1 Use the table below to fi nd the Youth Allowance entitlement per fortnight for a single 17-year-old student 

who is living at home and studying full-time. The maximum Youth Allowance per fortnight is $233.60. 
Assume that her parents’ combined annual income is $50 550 and that she has a part-time job where her 
average earnings are $440 per fortnight. 

Youth Allowance (after parental income test)

A Parental income (per annum) $

B Subtract $50 151 $

C Divide the answer in B by 5 (or multiply by 20 cents) $

Youth Allowance (after personal earnings)

D Your income (per fortnight) $

E
If a student or apprentice earning between $427 and $512 a fortnight, subtract 
$427 from D

$

F Divide the answer in E by 2 (or multiply by 50 cents) $

G Divide the answer in C by 26 $

Youth Allowance  entitlement per fortnight

H
Subtract amounts F and G from $233.60. This is your youth allowance per 
fortnight.

$

2 In groups of three, draw up a table with the following headings. Now consider the situation of a typical 
17-year-old person, living at home and studying full-time. List all the income sources, the pre-tax income 
from each source and how often it is received. Your group must decide the typical income sources and 
amounts for a person of your age. Next, use the previous procedures to work out the weekly equivalent from 
each income source. Finally, add up the amounts in the fourth column to give you a total weekly income.

Income source Amount Frequency Weekly equivalent

Youth Allowance

Part-time job

SAMPLE



CHAPTER 1 Balancing your budget8

EXPENSES
An expense is money spent to buy goods and services. Food and household items, 
transport, entertainment, clothing, education, rent and bills are all expenses. Expenses 
can be divided into two types.   

 ▶ Committed expenses are those a person has agreed to pay for (or is stuck with), often 
in advance. Committed expenses include rent and utility bills.

 ▶ Discretionary expenses are those that a person can decide to do without or reduce. 
Discretionary expenses include entertainment, clothing, types of food and household 

items. This means that the amount spent is a matter of choice.

Committed expenses
The main committed expense may be rent. You will need to fi nd somewhere to live and 
you will probably need to share this expense with house mates.

Services you use in your home, such as electricity, gas, water and telecommunications, 
are often referred to as utilities. The cost of these services depends on several factors, 
including equipment rental fees and usage. Telecommunications covers the fi xed line 
telephone and internet connections, although many households now only rely on their 
mobile phones for communication and data access. Failing to pay utility bills by the due 
date may result in the services being disconnected. Having these services reconnected 
after you have paid your bills often costs an additional reconnection fee. 

Examples of comitted expense bills are provided in What to do 1.3. Questions relating 
to each bill will help you work out how much you can expect to pay for each service.

Water rates, car 

registration and 

insurance are 

also examples 

of committed 

expenses. This 

means a set 

amount must 

be paid.

NOTE 

An Excel spreadsheet 

template to help 

you calculate an 

electricity bill is 

available on your 

obook.

  WHAT TO DO 1.3
1 Use a real-estate website to fi nd a three-bedroom fl at or house that you would all like to live in. Record the 

rent in the committed expenses table in question 5.

SAMPLE



CHAPTER 1 Balancing your budget 9

2 Consider the electricity bill shown below.
a What is the amount payable for this electricity bill?
b What is the billing period (number of days)? Is the bill bimonthly or quarterly?
c What is the rate for peak usage? Is the amount charged for peak usage correct? 
d Add up the energy usage to check if  the total amount charged is correct.
e For this bill, what is the average daily amount of electricity used?
f Briefl y explain what the graph indicates about electricity usage. Give reasons for  

your answer.
g Based on this bill, what would be the average weekly electricity cost per person for a 

household of three? Enter this value into the committed expenses table in question 5.

To check the 

cost, multiply 

the energy used 

(number of kWh) 

by the rate (cost 

in cents per kWh).

kWh means 

kilowatt hours.

NOTE 

FIRST LIGHT energy

Customer Number

Due Date

Amount Payable

0126485

17 June 2015

$679.15

Quarterly Electricity Account

LOCATION: 71 Winter Grove, SUMMERTON

Previous Amount Payable 621.41
Payment Received — Thank You –621.41 Cr

Electricity (23/02/2015 to 23/05/2015) $617.41
Total GST Payable 10% 61.74

Total Charges including GST 679.15

Total Amount Payable $679.15

ELECTRICITY USAGE COMPARISON
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Energy Used & Costs

METER ID THIS – LAST = ENERGY x RATE = COST

  READING  READING  USED 

Peak Energy Rate — Contract (23/02/2015 to 23/05/2015)

EDX009745/001 595.6 0.0 595.6 kWh 48.50c $288.87

Shoulder Energy Charge — Contract (23/02/2015 to 23/05/2015)

EDX009745/002 950.2 0.0 950.2 kWh 20.40c $193.84

Off-Peak (Night Rate) Energy Rate — Contract (23/02/2015 to 23/05/2015)

EDX009745/003 290.7 0.0 290.7 kWh 12.90c $37.50

Electricity Service Availability Charge  90 days  108.00c/day $97.20

Total Electricity Before GST   1836.5 kWh  $617.41

Aug
12

Nov
12

Feb
14

May
14

Aug
14

Nov
14

Feb
15

May
15

Peak
Shoulder
Off-Peak

PowerSmart Home Electricity Usage Summary

Supply Period:
      23 February 2015 to 23 May 2015 — 89 days

USAGE BREAKDOWN
Peak 596 kWh 32.44%

Shoulder  950 kWh 51.71%

Off-Peak 291 kWh 15.84%

TOTAL ENERGY 1837 kWh

SAMPLE



CHAPTER 1 Balancing your budget1 0

3 a Consider the gas bill shown below. What is the amount of the gas bill?
b What is the billing period of the bill? Is the bill bimonthly or quarterly?
c What is the total amount of gas used in both cubic metres and megajoules?
d Is the amount charged correct? (Remember how you checked the amount 

for the electricity bill.)
e What is the average amount of gas used daily for this bill?
f Briefl y explain what the graph indicates about gas usage for this household. Give reasons for your answer.
g Based on this bill, what would be the average weekly gas cost per person for a household of three? Enter 

this value into your committed expenses table in question 5.

An Excel spreadsheet 

template to help you 

calculate a natural 

gas bill is available 

on your obook.

Your overall picture

Average daily gas use
Estimated greenhouse gas emissions (tonnes)
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Usage
Average usage per day 

in this billing period 53.30 MJ
Same time last year 53.33 MJ
Average cost per day $2.06
ESTIMATED GREENHOUSE GAS 

EMISSIONS FOR THIS BILL 0.3 tonnes

Gas account

Your account summary
Supply period 2 Feb 2015 to 3 May 2015

Previous balance $183.47

Payment received $183.47 cr

Balance brought forward $0.00

New charges and credits (see details below) 

Usage and supply charges $170.79

Total GST for new charges $17.08

Total amount due $187.87

Your account in detail
DPI 51408525661

Reading type Actual read on 3 May 2015 for 91 days

Tariff description Residential Standard

Meter number  EA186971

 Previous Current Units Multiplier Heating Conversion Usage MJ
  reading reading (m3) value factor
    7486 7611.01 125.01 1 38.27165 1.013730 4850

Usage and supply charges
Gas consumption 3740 MJ @ $0.02967 $110.97

Next 1110 MJ @ $0.01758 $19.51

Supply charge $40.31

Total usage and supply charges  $170.79

Total GST for new charges  $17.08

Total amount due  $187.87

Your account number

Due date
Total amount due

0123456

27 May 2015

$187.87

SAMPLE



CHAPTER 1 Balancing your budget 1 1

4 a Consider the water bill shown below. What is the amount owed?

b What is the billing period? Is the bill bimonthly or quarterly?

c What is the total amount of water used?

d What is the rate charged for water usage? Is this correct?

e What is the rate charged for sewage disposal? Is this correct?

f Add up the items in the bill. Check if  the total is correct.

g What is the average amount of water used daily?

h Briefl y explain what the graph indicates about water usage. 
Give reasons for your answers.

i Based on this bill, what would be the average weekly water cost 
per person for a household of three? Enter this value into your 
committed expenses table in question 5.

 
People per  Average daily water

household use per person (in L) 

 791

 396

 264

 198

 158

 132

Targets for water-efficient households

PORT PHILLIP WATER

Usage charges (GST does not apply)

For period 01/04/2015 to 30/06/2015 (91 days)
Water usage

          27.93 kL @ $2.5044 per kL = $69.95

Sewage disposal

         20.95 kL @ $1.8686 per kL =                                  $39.15

Total Usage Charges $109.10
Service Charge Details (GST does not apply)

Water Service Charge $27.19

Sewerage Service Charge $94.76

Total Service Charges $121.95
Total Current Charges $231.05

METER READING DETAILS

ACCOUNT DETAILS

NOTICEBOARD

Customer Number

Due Date

Amount

22988505

23 July 2015

$231.05

Water Usage
Recorded by your water meter, this charge covers 
the amount of water used at your property. This 
charge is billed per kilolitre (kL) of water you use.

Service Charges
Your water and sewerage service charges are fixed 
charges for access to our water supply and 
sewerage systems. They also help us maintain, 
renew and expand these systems so we can continue 
to provide you with high-quality drinking water and 
safe sewage removal now and into the future.

Your average daily water usage comparison
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YOUR CHARGES EXPLAINED

  Meter Current Previous Consumption
  number reading  reading (kL)
ABCD12345 250 201 49

SAMPLE
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5 In the same group of three from the previous exercise, draw up a table such as the one below. Add in all 
your committed expenses from the answers to the previous three questions. Use the rent value previously 
determined. Complete the table. 

Committed expenses Amount Frequency Weekly equivalent

Rent

Electricity

Gas

Water

Total weekly committed expenses

Discretionary expenses
Discretionary expenses are expenses 
that are not essential. This means they 
can be reduced or avoided completely. 
One way to reduce a discretionary 
expense might be to eat baked beans 
on toast for dinner instead of ordering 
a home delivery meal. Another way 
might be to wait until a movie is 
available for rent rather than going to 
see it at the cinema. Or you may choose 
a new mobile phone plan that costs less.

What to do 1.4 will help you 
establish what level of discretionary 
spending you are likely to have living 
away from home.

m
a
s
a

e
s
a

  WHAT TO DO 1.4
1 As a class, make a list of all the items that an average 18-year-old needs to spend money on. Begin with these 

fi ve main categories. Add more categories if  you can think of any that you consider to be important.

▶ food and household
▶ clothing
▶ transport
▶ education/training/job seeking
▶ entertainment

2 In your group of three, work out the total costs per week of each of the categories.

▶ You can bring shopping dockets from home covering all household purchases for a week as a way of 
determining the household expenses.

▶ Think about the clothes you wear and how often you replace them. It is best to work out how much is 
spent on clothes in an entire year fi rst, and then work out the weekly equivalent.  

SAMPLE
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3 Fill in a table of discretionary expenses based on the one below.

Category Amount Frequency Weekly equivalent

Food and household

Clothing

Transport

Education/training/job seeking

Entertainment

Other

Total weekly discretionary expenses

DEFICIT OR SURPLUS?
Which is greater, your net income or your total expenses? If  your expenses are more 
than your income, your answer will be negative. This is called a defi cit. You must reduce 
or eliminate some of the expenses until the answer is zero or positive. If  your income is 
more than your expenses, your answer will be positive. This is called a surplus.

  WHAT TO DO 1.5
1 When you have achieved a surplus budget, write up your 

fi ndings and submit them to your teacher for assessment. 
Your submission must include:

▶ an income table
▶ a net income calculation
▶ a committed expenses table
▶ a statement of rules for phone usage/payment
▶ a discretionary expenses table
▶ a zero or surplus budget calculation
▶ lists of items you consider are necessary expenses. 

Do not supply individual prices for the items. 

B U D G E T I N G  T O  M O V E  O U T  O F  H O M E
Can you afford to move out of home and get your own place? 

A project worksheet for this chapter is available on the Teacher obook/assess. 
Ask your teacher to print it out for you. Completing this activity will help you 
make the right choices when budgeting for all the costs you will need to cover 
when renting your own place.

PROJECT 1

SAMPLE




